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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In a recent Substack article  Adam Tooze, a 7nancial crisis historian and director of the European

Institute at Columbia University,  reviews and explains what he calls the impending "polycrisis of

doom" — a perfect storm of global socioeconomic inEuences that signal trouble ahead.

Big Picture Crisis Modeling

Using charts and "krisenbilder," i.e., "crisis pictures," Tooze illustrates the many interconnected

stress patterns at play on the global scene. The 7rst graphic below illustrated the situation as of

January 21, 2022.

The second graphic below shows the complexity caused by the Russia-Ukraine conEict as of

February 24, 2022. As noted by Tooze:

"What was once a relatively legible map has become a tangled mess ... The war has had the

impact it has because it has exacerbated existing tensions. Food prices were already rising

in 2021 and provoking warnings of a crisis to come.

Energy markets were stressed well before the war broke out. Now both stressors are

knotted together with the war. I have highlighted in red what emerge as a series of

macroscopic risks, all of which may come to a head in the next 6-18 months."

Many Crises Are Hitting All at Once

As noted by Tooze, we now face a series of signi7cant challenges, and a) they're hitting us all at

once, and b) several of them reinforce and worsen each other. Also notable is the fact that there's

great uncertainty associated with some of them.

What might be the pandemic potential of new COVID variants? Will the Russia-Ukraine conEict

escalate into a nuclear war? There's really no way to predict with any amount of accuracy how

those scenarios will play out. On the other hand, some of these forces offset or ameliorate others

but, again, it's hard to predict the likelihood of them happening.

In the following chart, Tooze summarizes the major crisis points and their likely inEuence on each

other. Note he refers to these interactions as "entirely provisional and highly debatable."

Indeed, some of his readers point out several additional inEuences that could be added into the

mix, such as the weaponization of the U.S. dollar, the deplatforming of Russia from the SWIFT

system, U.S. meddling in the Russia-Ukraine conEict, the push to expand NATO, allowing health

agencies to dictate economic policy and much more.

Still, Tooze's analysis — incomplete as it may be — can be useful for those willing to ponder the

potential rami7cations of global interactions that may be facing us over the next six to 18 months.

Predictions for 2023-2024

As explained by Tooze, "polycrisis" is not merely the presence of several crises at once. Rather, it's

"a situation ... where the whole is even more dangerous than the sum of the parts."

“ A global hunger crisis seems alarmingly likely in
part because all the other major risks will
exacerbate that problem. ~ Adam Tooze”

The reason why the whole ends up being more dangerous than any combination of crises put

together is the way they escalate, compound and worsen each other in a symbiotic fashion. And, if

Tooze is correct, we may 7nd ourselves smack-dab in the middle of this polycrisis sometime in the

next six to 18 months, or 2023 going into 2024. Tooze explains:

"What this matrix helps us to do is to distinguish types of risk by the degree and type of

their interconnectedness. The risk of nuclear escalation stands out for the fact that it is not

signiHcantly affected by any of the other risks.

It will be decided by the logic of the war and decision-making in Moscow and Washington.

A food crisis does not make a nuclear escalation any more, or less likely. On the other

hand, a nuclear escalation would, to say the least, dramatically escalate several of the other

risks.

Continuing inMation will likely function as a driver of several other risks, but those risks in

turn (COVID, recession, EZ sov debt crisis) will likely deescalate the risk of inMation.

I would not say that this is a forecast, but it does bias me towards thinking that inMation will

be transitory. Most of the big shocks that we may expect, tend to be deMationary in their

impact.

Conversely, a recession seems ever more likely in part because the effect of most of the

bad shocks we may expect — from COVID, mounting inMation, or a Hscal deadlock in

Congress — point in that direction.

The obvious next step is to ask whether the feedback loops in the matrix are positive or

negative. So, for instance, a recession makes a Eurozone sovereign debt crisis more likely,

which in turns would unleash serious deMationary pressures across Europe.

Conversely, inMation in fact seems self-calming. The effects it produces tend rather the

dampen inMation than to feed an acceleration. At least as I have speciHed the matrix here.

A global hunger crisis seems alarmingly likely in part because all the other major risks will

exacerbate that problem. A hunger crisis, however, will largely affect poor and powerless

people in low-income countries, so it is unlikely to feedback in exacerbating any of the

other major crises.

It is an effect of forces operating elsewhere, rather than itself a driver of escalation. To this

extent the matrix becomes a way of charting the power hierarchy of uneven and combined

development. Some people receive shocks. Others dish them out."

Near-Term Outlook for the US Economy

In a July 1, 2022, Substack article,  Tooze takes a deeper dive into the more near-term outlook for

the United States speci7cally. The Federal reserve is now tightening its monetary policy "more

steeply than at any time since the early 1980s," while inEation remains "stubbornly high" at the

same time.

The question on everyone's mind is, are we in a recession, and might it worsen into a depression?

Recession is when a country experiences a decline in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for two

consecutive quarters, while a depression is characterized by more long-term reductions in

economic activity.

According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, the U.S. was oacially in recession as of

February 2020.  When the economy grew 5.7% in 2021, a rebound was declared,  but then the GDP

dropped again, 7rst by an annual rate of 1.6% in the 7rst quarter of 2022, followed by a negative

2.1% in the second quarter,  which technically placed the U.S. in recession territory yet again.

Tooze notes that a majority of economists are optimistic and predict only a mild and temporary

recession to hit in 2023, but real-time evidence doesn't look good. As of early July 2022, consumer

spending, domestic investments, mortgage applications, manufacturing and U.S. railroad cyclical

cargo loads are all declining, while inEation and interest rates are rising.

Consumer sentiment, an indication of people's con7dence in the economy and their willingness to

spend, is also tanking at a record rate.  Tooze ends his review stating:

"All told, you might say that this is a gloomy outlook. And there are those who are

increasingly skeptical of the possibility of a soft landing. But, it is surely far too early to tell.

If the aim of the game is to control inMation by bringing about a slowdown, then the

evidence we are seeing, so far, is precisely what you would look for. What remains to be

seen is how the different recessionary forces interact, and whether they brew up into really

heavy weather."

Two Strategies to Strengthen Your Resilience

While we may not be able to accurately predict just how bad the situation will get, it seems prudent

to say that we're all facing some hard times. One factor that Tooze does not include in any of his

analyses is the now-apparent fact that some of these crises are intentionally manufactured, with

the goal of breaking apart and dismantling current systems in order to justify the introduction of

entirely new systems.

The 7nancial system and the food system are two key examples where intentional deconstruction

appears to be taking place. Basically, what the technocratic elitists who fancy themselves rulers of

the world intend to argue is that because the systems are no longer working, they must be "built

back better."

However, the new systems will in no way, shape or form bene7t the population at large. This is true

globally, not just in the United States. These new systems, delineated under the Eag of The Great

Reset, are slave systems which, when networked together, will form a virtual digital prison.

Every person on the planet will be under their collective thumb, as the technocrats will own

everything while the rest of humanity will be allocated resources such as food and energy based on

obedience criteria.

The good news is that more and more people are waking up to what this "deep state" cabal is up to,

and that's another wild card that can upend things and, hopefully, lessen the impacts of some of

these crises. Two strategies that can strengthen individual and local resilience to the stresses

facing us are the creation of local food systems  and the strengthening of neighborhood and

community connections.

By building a strong local food system, you reduce food insecurity, and by building a community

network of specialists, you reduce the effects of a crumbling 7nancial system as you can simply

barter goods and services.

Social cohesion also offers many psychological bene7ts.  Local food systems and community

networks both also reduce individuals' reliance on government handouts, and by extension, they're

less likely to be forced into these new Great Reset slave systems.

How to Build a Local Food System

As explained by Brian Williams, a former local food planner in Columbus, Ohio, in a 2017

StrongTown article,  building a strong local food system goes beyond community gardens, farmer's

markets and community-supported agriculture (CSA) shares.

While these are valuable gateways, they don't go far enough. He provides several excellent

suggestions for those willing to spearhead a local food movement in their own hometown,

including the following. Williams includes several other suggestions, which you can read through in

his article, but these are some of the central ones:

• Secure local-purchasing commitments from schools, hospitals, colleges, restaurants, local

grocers and other institutions — Such commitments are crucial for developing the necessary

infrastructure for a strong local food market.

When you have demand from large institutions, you can then bring farmers, food processors

and distributors into a complete supply chain network, as the contracts will be large enough to

support everyone and make the endeavor 7nancially viable.

• Enlist support from existing food processors and distributors — Many small-scale, family-run

businesses struggle to make ends meet, and may be more than willing to become part of your

local network. Two key components are slaughterhouses and trucking companies to distribute

the food from one place to another. But you also need food processors that can wash, pack

and dice or cut the food.

• Build a network of local farmers willing to collaborate — Individual farmers may not be able to

meet the demands of large contracts, but pooling the output from several farms might.

• Build the economic infrastructure — If certain services are not available, determine what's

needed and put out a call out to the community. You never know who might be willing to start a

company to 7ll a local need.

Keep in mind that 7nancial productivity is key for making a local food system work. Everyone

involved must bene7t 7nancially, or the system won't be sustainable. The good news is that a

local network keeps the money inside the community, and it's easier to stay 7nancially viable

when nothing is being siphoned off to out-of-state players that don't spend their earnings

within your community.

• Build relationships with local public health oPcials, economic development oPcials,

legislative representatives and bankers — As noted by Williams, "Public health oacials ...

regulate local food-related businesses. If their regulation seems too rigid or unrealistic,

economic development experts can help iron out the details and look for other opportunities.

Food banks already have trucks and are possible partners in distribution challenges. Bankers

have money to lend to farmers who want to expand, distributors who need another truck, and

processors that are growing to meet demand."

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,827 ratings

ORDER NOW
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BeatriceW
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Obviously I agree with forming local communities but those in power still have the ability to say you can't do something. For instance,

you can't raise chickens because of a supposed bird Eu outbreak. It all seems fraught with diaculty. Alex Jones says the answer to

1984 is 1776.
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shannonaz
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Raise Quail instead, :) You may be right about 1776 though, eventually the ridiculousness of it all will be the Elites undoing.

-Human beings have an inate sense of survival & will ultimately reject the "Great Reset".
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Economy Expert Explains the Impending ‘Polycrisis of Doom’
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Adam Tooze, a 7nancial crisis historian and director of the European Institute at Columbia

University, warns the world is facing a “polycrisis” — a perfect storm of multiple global

socioeconomic inEuences

&

Polycrisis is not merely the presence of several crises at once. Rather, it refers to a situation

where the whole is more dangerous than the sum of the parts, as each individual crisis

escalates, compounds and worsens other simultaneous crises

&

Tooze predicts several crises may erupt and converge over the next six to 18 months,

including a food crisis, pandemic outbreaks, stagEation, a Eurozone sovereign debt crisis and potential nuclear war

&

While a majority of economists are optimistic and predict only a mild and temporary recession to hit the United States in 2023, real-time evidence

doesn’t look good. Consumer spending, domestic investments, mortgage applications, manufacturing and U.S. railroad cyclical cargo loads are all

declining, while inEation and interest rates are rising. Consumer sentiment, an indication of people’s con7dence in the economy and their willingness

to spend, is also tanking at a record rate

&

Two strategies that can strengthen individual and local resilience to the stresses facing us are the creation of local food systems and the

strengthening of neighborhood and community connections. Both reduce individuals’ reliance on government handouts, and by extension, they’re

less likely to be forced into these new Great Reset slave systems
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Casimcea
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"Those in power" are merely talking heads. The power comes from us, the police force IN OUR NEIGHBORHOOD, our sons and

daughters in the military. Their allegiance is to the CONSTITUTION and they will have to be reminded that violation of the oath

of oace is a FELONY. There is nothing in it for them to risk a FELONY conviction, never mind their moral compass.
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No justice and all... Govt is out of control. There are so many crimes that never get prosecuted. They keep making more laws

and spending more of our money to oppress us. I have reached a point where I simply ignore ridiculous laws. I have gotten to

the point where I simply will not budge--esp. when the bill of rights is violated. I know right from wrong and do what is

necessary to support my household. If you do not disturb your neighbors, make a scene and are discrete, it is unlikely neighbors

will report you. Even on areas where gardens are not allowed, I have seen raised beds hidden behind hedges and wood fences.

Many ornamental plantings are also food crops. (Among people who are supermarket-dependent, many would not even

recognize low-growing food crops.) If you live in a residential neighborhood and your immediate neighbors do not mind you

raising backyard poultry, it is unlikely anyone else would report you. (Ask 7rst. Share some eggs?) Nowadays, police have more

to do than knock on doors and harass someone for growing potatoes in their backyard. It is not always what you do, but how

you do it.
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Yes I tend an egg layer Eock. Noboby has come to my door telling me to off my chickens. Husband's huge hobby is raising quail,

and you get a LOT of eggs from them.
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"Nowadays, police have more to do than knock on doors and harass someone for growing potatoes in their backyard." You don't

know how communists function.
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They can say all they want. Doesn't mean you have to pay them any heed. The constitution supersedes unelected bureaucrats

trying to tell us what we can and cannot do. I've kept chickens for over 20 years and nobody has ever come to my door telling

me I can't. If they ever try that there'll be some hot lead Eying around.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/prepping-chickens-the-ultimate-regenerat..
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I like " the answer to 1984 is 1776." It should be on a t-shirt or bumper sticker!
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It really should be the answer to 2022 is 1776.
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badboy2
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Those of you that have farm animals won't have to worry about people coming to you and telling you what you can and cannot

do during hectic times, it's the poaches that will come because they were not prepared or did not have the money to prepare in

such a short amount of time. People with children and pets to feed will take drastic measures to survive. Do you have enough

food for you and your family to survive until the end of, 2023? A year and a half is a lot of food and survival food is not cheap.

Will there be fuel to go get food, water from springs and rivers and such. Have you determined where all of these water sources

are and how close? Do you have enough water presently, or containers to hold a years' worth, or so and a place to store all?

Do you have containers to safely bury some of your food and plastic pipes to bury some of your weapons and ammo in case the

Gestapo come around snooping, while in reality looking to steal what they can. They may distract you with arrest and steal what

they can while you are out/jail, only to 7nd that your place was ransacked. Depressing sounding isn't it This will happen in the

early part of a depression, as Europe was after WW2. You want to know the future, look and learn from the past. Remember, a

friend in need is a friend indeed, but be careful who you trust. People can and will change, especially during trying times and

under stress.
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versatile
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I spent yersterday outdoors at a street reformers festival taking photos of brilliant performance and happy faces. I have to ask "are we

all 7ddling while Rome burns?" It's a diacult question. Our societies - are many and layered, and our production and distribution

systems - are many and layered, are resilient. They are also redundant and largely over-capacity due to the GDP effect, where success

is measured by overproduction and overconsumption. It's not just our bodies that are overweight and often obese, our minds are

overstressed and our spirits as well. At present, due to the "pandemic panic" which is still high, and the "pandemic emergency

suppression", which appears to be intentionally and arti7cially maintained, most of our healthy communities are asleep.

The festival I attended was less than half its pre pandemic proportions. But life goes on and grows. Do I need to panic, or do I only

need to be aware that changes are coming, that life will get harder - in terms of excess resources, that we will survive, recover, and

thrive? Frankly, I have too much stuff and I'm a bit overweight as well. I could use more exercise. This is a diacult question, a diacult

time.

Unfortunately, our governments and media are largely in denial, simply reporting signs of inEation and stagnation as if they were

weather reports and sports scores. It is impossible to know what is going on, much less where we are headed. There are many who

have been predicting collapse for decades, they are ramping up their propaganda. But where are we headed? Truly, we have no idea.

What will be the ultimate cure for our current woes? We have no idea. Humanity is not just resilient, but unpredictable as well. I'm not

terribly religious, but I'm praying for us. At the same time, I'm optimistic. To your health, tracy
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@versatile - I think the answer is that you can't exist of a sole diet of depressing news, however real. Some recovery needs to

take place in between.
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Often say to myself, during this world layer, 'Now we know what they did while Rome burned.' Often add a question, during this

world layer, to every bit of 'news' received, 'Feature/Flaw ?' Default life choices, during this world layer, and every layer remaining

to me, live my best life in God's Word. Make effort to understand Biblical principles toward everything, daily reading/study in

God's Word. Daily prayers.  Thank you for sharing versatile. As Tasha Tudor signed off on her letters, Take Joy !!! Great LIFE

advice.
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Someone somewhere has been predicting the end of the world my entire life. I didn’t buy into any of it then, didn’t buy into BS-19

and though I admire Dr. Mercola, Del Bigtree, RFK Jr., etc., I’m not going to run around hair on 7re this time with all of you either.

It’s just yet another form of mass hysteria (but this time with the good guys, wink, wink so you must be right). No, it’s a nice

early low tide in the morning and I’m taking my 4 dogs to the beach to run while I look for agates. Maybe the world will end while

I’m gone, but at least I’ll have some agates to trade for eggs.
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Versatile, you are correct here: Humanity is not just resilient, but unpredictable as well. That is something these moronic

psychopaths will never get 7gured out.
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Good write up versatile, enjoyed it. One thing that really worries me though, if we foolishly manage to reach a depression status,

will we also be in a stupid thermal nuclear war? One is bad enough without the other.
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If the Luciferian Deep State criminals are dumb enough to start a nuclear war; there will be no more discussion - about anything - ever!

Even if they don't; the "future of humanity" will be a Dystopian Nightmare, at best! Living for today works for me. Food prices rise by the

day and they will continue to rise, up until the point where grocery store shelves are empty. There will be no more food; but hey...you'll

be able to get an mRNA injection, pills, or a PCR test, no matter where you are! Peace and Safety - your government loves you!
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"Soylent Green is ..... PEOPLE!!"
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RedRaven; Interestingly enough; apparently the movie was set in 2022! You could be right. They've been feeding dead animals

to livestock for many years.
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I have a thought on US GDP....in 2020 I thought our pro7t driven healthcare might collapse with covid. OK, it hasn't collapsed but surely

with our GDP 52% dependent on our healthcare system in 2020, it has to be having an effect on our economy?? I also have good news.

A small dairy farm here in my area where I buy my milk and eggs shared with me the other day that a number of small

farm/businesses here in Oregon are forming a collective!
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When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them

with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of

Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them

to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.

--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed,

--That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and

to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem

most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. "The Phone Call"

www.redbubble.com/i/t-shirt/The-Phone-Call-by-EyeMagined/116700859.FB1..
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Exactly!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just tell me 5min before the bomb goes off, so I can crawl out from under my school desk, grab sunglasses and watch her blow!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/14/2022 7:47:22 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You won't have time - Not to worry! You will be plasma before you have time to be Eash blinded! Dr. Strangelove says stop

worrying and love the bomb! We must always protect our precious bodily Euids, and never, NEVER allow a MINE SHAFT GAP!!

LoL   .....So (little Bobby or Suzie) what does Bert the Turtle tell you that you must do when you see the Eash??? Remember boys

and girls! The bomb could go off at any time! You could be delivering your news papers on your bicycle, or baking a cake with

mom! You could be on your way to church! or sitting at your desk in your class room!  Remember to do what the civil defense

policeman says! But 7rst when you see that Eash that is even brighter than the sun!!!  ... DUCK and Cover!  --- See! After all of

these years I STILL know what to do!  Thanks Bert!!! you completely warped an entire generation!!!!   Hahahahahha
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Polycrisis? It's called war. And if we don't build organized resistance to 7ght its multiple strategic fronts, we're going down.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/14/2022 4:29:13 AM
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America wont be taken over, none of these [comme] country will ever 7ght on this land...We have more A-Bombs, and when they

start ,we`ll be the 7rst to Annihilate all their war machines..I`m a Viet Nam war vet,,and i look at us, almost 60,000 killed in

NAM.but, we killed over a MILLION OF THEIR SOLDIERS.And thats not even 7ghting full tilt. In the end,,,"That which Mercy can`t

Rehabilitate, Justice will eventually, ANNIHILATE"...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/14/2022 7:07:51 AM
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@karacolman. When you were 7ghting in Viet Nam, the quality of the armed forces men was far higher than what we've got now.

Every category of weakling imaginable is now overrepresented in the forces.
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CarolyneMas
Joined On 3/22/2021 1:47:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not everyone is economically secure enough to have choices. You cannot spearhead anything in food deserts where the majority of

people are poor and there are no local government oacials to look towards for help because the “towns” are unincorporated. The

solutions will have to be arrived upon on an individual basis by those who have the creativity to survive.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Start with a good attitude, doing what you can. Often, there is great opportunity in cities to harvest food if you look to older

neighborhoods with established fruit trees as part of the landscaping. Post on craigslist free that you are willing to pick

unwanted fruit and will rake up under trees. Always travel with picking boxes in the trunk of your car, never knowing what you

may 7nd. A bicycle with a tag-along carrier? Forage in parks in unsprayed areas--most larger cities have parks or right-of-ways

that have gone wild. Fish if there are bodies of water nearby. Contact 7sh and game to ask about days when you can 7sh

without a license, free 7shing programs for children or what you can get without a license (or very cheap).

If you have a sunny window ledge or balcony, consider what food crops you can grow--at least microgreens or sprouts.

Short-season crops in a kiddie pool garden--even if you can only grow a salad-a-day half the year to supplement your meals.

You prob also have better sales in cities than rural areas--be smart shopper. If transportation is a problem, make a trip out once

a month and stock up. Perhaps you could catch a ride with someone from your church if you ask. Of course, in rural areas, you

may have more opportunities for networking and barter.

Trade time and labor. Babysitting is always in demand for working parents, esp. on days when school is not in session. There

are many elderly people in rural areas who could use some kind of help with work. Try to use the premises of churches and

schools to organize bene7cial activities such as children's clothing swaps. If you get food boxes, store any surplus food

properly--I see so much discarded because it is not ready-to-eat food and not to a person's liking. This includes beans and rice,

too. Surplus produce that will not keep can be canned or frozen. People who are starving do not ask what is on the menu.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Carolyne. You are absolutely correct. There's no Big Daddy out there who cares oh-so-much about you.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Expect the worst, hope for the best, then see what really happens. If we are prepared for the worst, then we are creating conditions for

even better if the worst never happens. If the worse does happen, we are better prepared & to have the tools to recover faster & better.

Local, local, local - short, stable supply lines. For those who can, explore into your areas background. What were the original

community foundations not only of the early settlers, but the native Americans? What are the areas core drivers to thrive, & what are

the weaknesses? This area had many industries built on hydro power running sawmills, factory's, along with moving commodities in

waterways.

Currently, if the memory is working, NYS owns riparian rights so while smaller homestead, farms, a few neighbors may be able to

sneak by creating independent hydro power. The foundation to run a mini hydroelectric plant, could do double duty to run a Ram Pump.

A ram pump with a proper head of water, runs on water, no electricity involved. Two check valves run in opposition to one another with

one pushing continuous small stream of water to where it can be stored in a cistern to feed whatever need one has depending on the

quality of the water. Might be 7ne for livestock, sketchy for people. Depending on one's energy footprint, some of us don't need a tv or

stereo in every room in the house.

A neighbor was in the process of mapping such out using off the shelve electrical mostly car parts to make a mini hydro project. He

became ill and had to move away to live with family. Also, one should be cautious about what one does. It wouldn't be good to power

your forty acres while possibly Eooding 400 acres elsewhere. Together, together, community building & the social bonds coordinate

our skills and resources & possible mentors. So, much is possible for us to Build Back Healthier - Regenerative, Sustainable, Organic -

Human scale & more generated from less.
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ghbnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you don’t mind the question, what part of NY, I only ask as I dwell in NY. Known for 333 years and we did not just sprout here,

so hard to say. Southern Tier.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hungry people are very unpredictable. Things may not go in the direction the Elite think it will. Crisis produces heros in the most

unexepected sectors. Necessity is the mother of all invention. When things get so ridiculous that we won't be "allowed" to even grow a

garden, I predict a rapid rejection of all of these nepharious agendas coming to a head. I'm not being naive, but eventually people will

have enough of this & start over throwing these fools. vernoncoleman.org/.../ready-big-kill
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Nefarious.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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A hungry stomach has no conscious.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Darn it, Robert from Alberta, you just leaked our secret military plans to the enemy!
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The matrix leaves out massive die off from the covid shots. It is already happening, so it must be taken into account.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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John Adams, one of the founding fathers of the US said it well: “Our Constitution was made only for a moral and religious people. It is

wholly inadequate to the government of any other.”   Ask the questions: "What are the values and morals of our society?"  "What are the

values and morals of a society that will murder the weakest of the weak?"
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Beautifully stated...... It is a country now, that as a whole has turned away from the Lord.  A society that worships the latest

iPhone and 7rst person shooter video game. Worshiping false idols is kind of a biggie for the Lord..... A country that THINKS its

in control.....   God Bless
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This is not as transient as many people would like to believe. For several reasons. As to the food supply... most people remain

dependent on big ag and this will not change rapidly. It takes 18 months to raise a beef animal. With so many herds being slaughtered,

there will not be as many starter calves. The cost of feed is too high for many farmers. In some areas, as many as half the farmers are

not planting crops because they cannot afford the high cost of fertilizer. Others are risking low-fertilizer crops that do not normally

thrive or tiled as well in their climates. Where will the seed come from for spring planting 2023? A strong economy is based on an

abundant food supply.

The other problem is in the labor force. Nothing is produced until someone is 7rst motivated to get out of bed in the morning and do

some kind of work. There are increasing lay-offs. People have less money to spend, are buying less and there is less need for

production. Notice that there are often fewer vehicles on the road, prob due to the price of gas. Fewer people in supermarkets and

buying cheaper foodstuffs. Notice that many people are wearing clothing that is decades old, not buying new. Fewer new cars on the

road. Consumer demand has fallen because people can no longer afford to spend as much. Demand is up at food banks. It will take

spending to jump start the economy again.

Meanwhile, we are facing inEation that encourages people to buy less. What we most need is to get govt out of people's lives and let

free markets operate. I fear we will soon see digital currency and worse. Most actions taken by govt will do more harm than good. Govt

overspending and meddling in our lives are why we are in this mess in the 7rst place. Anything you can do to help yourself will help you

survive the times of crisis. It will get worse. Special attention to producing your own food and saving seed. Attention to water and

energy needs. Barter, repurposing, hand-me-downs. Reduce reliance on $$$.
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jamNjim
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I've noticed all the same things Almond. I'm actually going to work an hour later simply because there's fewer cars on the road. I

always came in at 5:30am to beat the rush hour. By 6am it's normally bumper to bumper madness. By 6:30am it's total gridlock.

Now there are fewer cars on the road at 6:30am than there were at 5:30am just 6 months ago. I'm supposed to believe there are

more people working today than there were 6 months ago? Also, how do you add 300,000+ jobs every month for 6 months and

yet the unemployment rate stays the same??

None of the math coming out of the Bidumb Administration adds up. When Bidumb was asked about the latest spike in inEation

his solution was adding another TRILLION DOLLARS in stimulus money to bring down inEation. There's no way anyone is this

stupid! He and this administration is purposely destroying this country. It's time for a real insurrection! We can not do this for 2

more years. God forbid this idiot gets reelected!
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jamNjim... One way the employment numbers are being manipulated is by some people working more than one job. Some of

these second jobs may be part-time for the same employer. Some may be a modest side gig. Many people have been forced to

work longer hours or do more tasks for the same pay to keep their jobs. Even at the same salary or hourly wage, they are still

losing purchasing power to inEation. Most second jobs are not high paying, either. I suspect many of the people I see shopping

in stores are working for cash or have a regular source or retirement income. I still see little old ladies (my age?) pushing carts

of expensive crap food groceries in supermarkets. Some days I hear little English spoken. If govt has lied to us about the vax

stats, we can assume they also lie about the economy and more.

No credibility. As for the old ladies, my grandmother was still volunteering at the county home when she was in her 80's. She

would say--"They aren't so old, they just don't get around well anymore." I am surprised at how old many people younger than me

look when I have worked hard and had many injuries. How unhealthy their skin and teeth are. People are not healthy and more

and more people are going crazy, lacking coping skills and problem-solving-ability. Too many do what is expedient for short

term grati7cation and do not know right from wrong. We read about bizarre crimes every day in the news.
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Food for thought -speaking of food shortages.... Crypto currency.... The globalists and controlling fascist seudo-liberals under the

direction of infamous klaus schwab HATE the crypto, since they wont be able to control the population (truckers in Canada,

remember). It is too much a of a coincidence that while conspiring for the great reset the cryto currency all of the sudden gets

"busted".... think about it...
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Crypto is just another version of fake money based on nothing. Dont get suckered.
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THE GREAT REJECT
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SO??? HOW long exactly do we let these so called 'captains of industry' RULE US? IN OUR GOVERNMENT we have an option to 'vote

em out' even a 'recall election' in some states. SO?? WHY NOT USE IT???  THAT IS???!!! IF we can absolutely determine the election is

lawful and not being 'stolen' again??? HOW do we get rid of the liars and thieves??
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jamNjim
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The crisis at hand is self inEicted. We are already the world's largest exporter of food. Much of that is animal based protein. The

Bidumb Administration wants to AXE that because of methane & Nitrogen emissions. This will make our trade de7cit even worse! We

import a lot of food only because Americans are spoiled. Rather than eat foods seasonally and/or preserve those foods by

canning/freezing, we import them from other regions that can grow those seasonal items when we can't. The energy crisis never

would have happened had Trump been reelected. For the 7rst time in history, the USA was energy independent and we we EXPORTING!

We were well on our way to being the #1 exporter in the world!

The war in the Ukraine never would have happened because the USA would have been ready to supply Europe and anybody else that

needed fossil fuels and food the split second Russia attacked. There would have been no incentive for Russia to attack Ukraine if the

USA could step in and supply those countries they were supplying with oil and food. It would have meant total economic collapse of

Russia. Thanks to Bidumb, taking over the Ukraine and any other European country has a return on investment for Russia. Since the

USA is now stepping back from being a net exporter to a net importer of food and energy, having control of Ukraine becomes a money

making proposition.

This sets the stage for Russia to be the largest exporter of food and energy. The country that does that controls the world. The Bidumb

Administration just handed Russia, China, and Iran world dominance on a silver platter. All the other communist countries will align

themselves with those 3. If someone doesn't get Bidumb out of oace immediately, the USA will become Mexico. The open border is

no coincidence. Destroy our economy, destroy our status as largest exporter of food, destroy our potential status of being largest

exporter of energy, and Eood the border with illegals. The USA is now Mexico!
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Jackaroni
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Bidumb... I love that! I will start using it, if you don't mind.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bidumb! Indeed! Actually his crackhead son refers to him as "Pedo Pete"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/14/2022 12:16:13 PM
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT THE CORD!! LIVE OUR BEST LIVES! DON'T WORRY BE HAPPY!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am going to the Happy Together Tour tonight, damn it! I'm even going to try to be happy together with the 65% of the audience

who insist on being muzzled even though not required. Maybe they'll pass out from cheering and applauding without suacient

oxygen. Performing tonight are The Turtles, Cowsills, Vogues, Gary Puckett and the Union Gap, The Association and One Dog

Night.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! - what you have said is the MAGIC elixir of life! Life is short! Get out smell the fresh air!! - put that stupid stupid stupid

STUPID "smart" phone on a desk and use it for what it is supposed to be - A PHONE! Take a pair of dikes (cutters) to that

propaganda cable! Do SOMETHING! your computer is a TOOL, use it as such! Learn SCUBA and SEE what most of this

marvelous planet actually is (WATER!!)! Learn to paint, Walk, or run! Climb hills! It does not have to be Mt. Everest! See what the

bear saw on the other side of the mountain! Plant Eowers, Dance like NO ONE is watching!! Learn to play an instrument!! DO

SOMETHING!

You think the Lord gave us this wonder so humans can sit on their fat posterior and be afraid of maniac idiot minions of

beelezebub who think they actually run anything??? In Bill and Ted's BOGUS JOURNEY (a most excellent movie - HA!) - the Grim

Reaper raps - "You might be a king, or a little street sweeper - but sooner or later, you gonna dance with the reaper!!!!" So true!!

Cause when you get to the pearly gates you shouldn't be saying "if only I had".... Now turn OFF the propaganda BS TV, put down

the stupid stupid stupid STUPID phone - get off yer collective fazoo and move! -- Thank the Lord for this beautiful day and ALL

you have been blessed with!! Peace and Love.
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m in the US Midwest. There are several states that have this service for buying from local farmers & small businesses. Market

Wagon. I both sell my products & buy from others through Market Wagon. Each area has their own pickup spot & local farmers.  You

can do pickup or pay for delivery to your home. Check it out to see if it’s in your area. Meat always comes frozen so there’s no danger

between farmer drop off & the delivery.  If nothing else, it’s a way to check out the NAMES of local farmers in your area for the future.

 But starting more of similar types of groups is sort of what I thought Dr Mercola was suggesting. https://shop.marketwagon.com
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

good info. I did check it out. Looks promising.
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ASIESLAVIDA
Joined On 4/18/2011 1:17:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK Beatrice, We have a 1776 and what form of government will take its place? The opposing forces just don't go away. Wars are easy

to start and diacult to repair. The US is still trying to get over the Civil War. I don't have many answers, but just having a 1776 seems

simplistic. I say we all try to take care of ourselves, help our neighbors and friends and go from there.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tragic. Where will starter calves come from? And feed? Chilling Video: Ranchers Line Up for Miles, Forced to Sell Cattle as TX Dries Up

(westernjournal.com) www.westernjournal.com/chilling-video-ranchers-line-miles-forced-sell-..  This is a good opportunity to put up

protein. Save the bones to make bone broth, too! And osso buco from the shanks, if not burger. A family should be able to easily learn

to butcher a front quarter on their own if it is a 7rst time. Just keep the meat cold and immaculately clean. Work as fast as you can in

the shade, maybe in a cool shed or under a shade tree early in the morning. Have refrigerator space ready for pans of meat waiting to

be ground to burger and freezer space for cut and wrapped meat.

Consider investing in canning equipment and putting up meat, even if just front and grinding it all to burger—save a few roasts and it

will not be much work. I can a lot of burger. It makes a fast and easy meal after a long day. (Pizza, sloppy joes, casseroles, soups, chili,

etc.) You can often 7nd discounted canning jars at resale shops or on craigslist free if you watch for them. You could cut and wrap

your own meat and freeze it, cheaper than canning. I stocked up on butcher paper before shortages. You can wash unpleated bread

bags, twist ties and cut them shorter for burger. A friend uses saran wrap covered by brown paper grocery bags. These are options. I

prefer butcher paper. You can even do a lot with organ meats. -continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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-continued- For smaller food preservation projects You can even freeze organ meats and thaw to process as you have time.

Don’t pass on the organ meats people often give away when butchering. It can give you many delicious meals. Liver makes

excellent stews, stir-fries (with onion and apple slices) and liverwurst. Heart is awesome for soups (with a splash of homemade

wine). I canned quarts of ready-to-reheat beef liver slices—just add onions and gravy. I also canned heart as beef bouguignon.

In addition to venison burger, stew meat and some 7sh (both smoked and plain)—better than tuna for sandwiches. Home

canned meats will easily last 2 years (and longer) if properly stored.

Here are some very rough calculations that can vary according to a number of factors. The hanging weight of a front quarter is

just under 200#. Figure that leaves 125# of meat. You may want to save tallow. You will leave some of the bones in steaks and

roasts but debone what you use for burger. However, save the bones for bone broth. The expensive roasts and steaks are the

rear quarters. Plan to split a beef with other families and also share any slaughter fees, etc. Maybe also plan to help each other

butcher--but only if others are meticulously clean!
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holbr148
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:31:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The economy in the USA is showing indicators right now that the housing market like in 2008 is collapsing. World Banking system will

try to destroy Bitcoin as regulations on crypto are beginning to kick in worldwide including the USA. This fall the stock market may

take one of the biggest hits in history. Shortages in heating oil, propane, & natural gas could happen. So alert friends & neighbors so

folks can start to prepare, then this will be a very positive message
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Number 1 is not allowing government to PROPERTY TAX us out of our homes and off the land. California is cutting off water to

farmers at the same time reducing compensation to counties for the reduced Willianson act property taxes ag property has been

getting, which is very important when cities move closer to or even surround agricultural land.
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When 1% of the population owns and controls 90% of the wealth, then the structure of such an economy is fundamentally Eawed. Tax

the rich. Everything else is quibbling over semantics.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A boomerang effect. Every action has its consequences...  The great reset is the last chance to hold the power. This world no longer be

unipolar.  btw, the chart is hysterical. Krylov's fable comes to mind "...and the casket just opened"
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The best cure for delusion is a head-on collision with reality. The nasty economic climate that is brewing will not be resolved

overnight. In this scenario, events are likely to tear out huge pieces of the wokerati and reset movements in the corporate arena - ESG,

diversity, pronouns, and so on - because those things have no productive value. They are just poisonous luxuries indulged for the

purposes of self-aggrandizement and projection, and luxury is the 7rst thing that goes away when the money dries up.
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billstri
Joined On 6/8/2008 9:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to believe Gold is right now at its lowest price point of the past year versus the value of the soaring US dollar. And the price of oil

is down to pre-Ukraine War prices. People worldwide are believing the White House propaganda and putting all of their faith in our

President to 7x everything. White House is dumping our War time energy reserves on the world markets to suppress the price of oil

world wide and to buy the election this coming November.

Those reserves will be close to running out by mid November and then the price of oil will soar in the months after that and force every

person in this country to rush and bid the price of battery powered vehicles to extremes. Long before that, we will no longer have the

reserves necessary to 7ght in a global war which requires lots of oil and where the US may loose the ability to import oil. Hard to

believe the President along has all of the power to dump all of that oil that we paid for by raising taxes several decades ago. I wonder

what happened to Congress and why don''t they have any say?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why doesn't Congress have a say? Because the CEO of the Corporation rules by Executive Order. Right in front of our faces. Can

you please see it now people?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pedo Pete (Brandon) couldn't put a plan together to buy his next box of Depends. Throw them ALL out (including the RINO's) in

November - no mercy.  God Bless
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What people will need to remember is it's the security of their property and themselves that will be a HUGE challenge for most. When

the chaos and desperation hits millions and millions of people we all know what happens in the streets. There will be wayyy worse

than the simple smash and grab we have witnessed in all BLUE cities stores etc., the past few years and crime activity. The brutality

will be immense...think about it. Very few will have the ability to protect themselves. I do not think most people realize just what will

happen.

It's not like you just grow more food, stock up and buy some ammo and a gun. All of this looming was intentionally put into motion too

as we all know, and it's simply executing to perfection with what the re-set agenda lays out. The total breakdown is what has to happen

before the NWO takes it's place over coming decade. Remember this agenda is in its infancy yet. All I see on all MSM even

conservative one's like Hannity for example reacting to this all as usual in asking the question WHY still and saying bad Biden bad boy.

Most all GOP peeps I have seen are way to *** footed to call this all out for what it IS and that is why it continues in my opinion. No

ONE is truly stepping up to END this agenda and hold people to REAL accountability and for crimes against humanity. It's not like we

do not know who these orchestrators are either. Look at Fauci for example. Not even a scratch on him with all that he is responsible

for. ZERO accountability rules
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie, still searching for a comment of yours without the word "accountability". None yet and perfectly understandable.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brodie—legal action in process, but none will hear/see on the mainstream news. Follow Dr. David Martin—every Tuesday his

“ButterEy of the Week” he gives updates.
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ghbnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another pyramid the idiots want to erect and we the people’ of the earth are to erect it for them. Dr M you are in FL, I hope you have

farmland and are starting your canning. Is life’ ever going to lighten up on the blockade of living. Evolution hasn’t gotten very far. Good

luck all.
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All by design. These crises referred to in this piece by Adam Tooze, a 7nancial crisis historian( LOL )and director of the European

Institute at Columbia University are manufactured by the network of psychopaths ruling over the majority of the world. They the Jesuit

Masonic cabal have had 100s of years of practice in deception manipulation and in7ltration. Take out their control over media and the

weather warfare ( 7nance systems, etc. )the military even admit to messing with the weather and we can live better lives without their

ongoing push towards surveillance states and ultimately world domination. Too many ignorant people unfortunately who beLIEve

everything they read in the mainstream. But this excerpt is de7nitely a possible and at least temporary solution. “Two strategies that

can strengthen individual and local resilience to the stresses facing us are the creation of local food systems and the strengthening of

neighborhood and community connections.”
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ZyklonX
Joined On 6/8/2022 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed, though the more accurate term to describe the psychopaths is Judeo-Masonic Cabal. Even the Jesuits, whose power is

mostly transferred now, were largely Judeo.
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM
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@ZyklonX true I could have been more speci7c as most have not been doing their “homework” to 7nd out who “they”really are.

The Jesuits aka The Society of Jesus were originally Jews who converted to Catholicism today the Jesuits are both Catholics

and Jews. Of course not all are manipulating evil ones but those at the top certainly are. Modern Freemasonry was created by

Jesuits and the cabal ( who follow Kabbalah/ Jewish mysticism and the Book of Formations/Gematria ) is a wide network which

includes other secret societies. Occultist tapping into esoteric knowledge the satanic symbolism is very visible in the

media/music/entertainment which they own. We are in trouble if more people don’t start seeing through the lies.
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Not true Mr. Z.....that misinformation....that's a rumor you are propagating...do some real research...... jewish haters attribute

most negative things to them.....it's a sickness....the actual founders of the jesuits was a Catholic...acceptor of Christ...not a jew

connected to the Illuminate as you are alluding to...you can message me and I'll give you sources for that...they can be found in

the Vatican Library if you get access yourself

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/14/2022 10:58:56 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Yes, we all must put our full faith and trust in the Vatican (Satan's) library.
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intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a quali7ed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.

If you want to use an article on your site please click here. This content may be copied in full, with copyright, contact, creation and information intact, without speci7c permission, when
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